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The Richmond International Fund seeks to achieve superior, risk adjusted, non-market correlated 
returns over the medium to long term with a focus on preserving capital. The Fund invests in a 
focused selection of hedge fund managers utilizing a wide range of investment strategies across 
multiple asset classes and regions.       

Notes: The net asset value per unit for the Richmond International Fund at 30th September 2012 is US$1.0174. The returns for Richmond are net of all fees.

Commentary September 2012
Performance 

The Fund’s return of +1.52% in September was a touch better than that of the broad hedge fund universe 
represented by the HFRI Composite Index (+1.21% for Sep) but lagged the global equity markets which rallied 
+2.52% in September (MSCI). September’s monthly performance resulted in the September quarter showing a 
return of +2.35% which is barely satisfactory. Comparatively the HFRI and MSCI returned +2.97% and +6.13% 
respectively for the same period. In spite of this lack of relative performance over the past quarter we are pleased 
that the Fund since the start of this financial year (Apr 2012) has generated returns of +2.18% versus the +0.04% and 
-0.04% of the HFRI and MSCI respectively. Since inception last year in August 2011 the Fund has returned +1.74% 
versus -1.72% and +0.42% for the HFRI and MSCI respectively. All of these comparisons demonstrate that the Fund 
is meeting its objective to at least preserve capital and has indeed generated positive returns in what has been a 
difficult and exceptionally volatile time in the markets. I think there is value in, and I take comfort from, the hitherto 
relatively small monthly movements of the Fund’s NAV, noting the average monthly move in the MSCI World since 
the Fund’s inception is +/- 4.4% whereas that for the Fund is just +/- 0.7%.

Absolute returns however are below all our collective expectations, although we anticipate these improving with 
some asset allocation and manager changes which we detail below. 

Attribution 

The Fund’s gain in the September quarter of +2.35% was the result of positive performance across all four strategies. 
Global Macro and Equity managers did well returning +3.90% and +4.18% respectively meeting our performance 
expectations. However while Fixed Income and Systematic managers both generated positive returns of +1.36% 
and +1.46% respectively this is below our performance expectations and highlights the difficulty faced by both 
these strategies in market conditions characterised by low interest rates, compressing spreads and unprecedented 
central bank policy action.

Net Asset Value and Fund Returns
RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL FUND TO 30 SEPT 2012

1mth 3mth 6mth YTD from Aug 2011

RICHMOND (US$) 1.52% 2.35% 2.18% 2.18% 1.74%

HFRI INDEX (US$) 1.21% 2.97% 0.04% 0.04% -1.72%

MSCI WORLD (US$) 2.52% 6.13% -0.04% -0.04% 0.42%

MONTHLY RETURNS

YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YTD

2012 0.85% 1.04% 0.09% -0.08% 0.16% -0.25% 0.98% -0.15% 1.52% - - - 4.22%

2011 - - -1.80% 0.71% 1.21% -0.69% 0.38% -2.37%
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Allocation

As at 30 September 2012, the Fund has investments with 12 managers across the four asset classes of Equity Long / 
Short, Global Macro, Fixed Income Relative Value and Systematic. Allocations per strategy are shown in the chart below:

With recent central bank actions likely to keep interest rates lower for longer, we believe that we need a fuller 
weighting in the portfolio to Equity Long/Short Managers for the next couple of years. The opportunity set for 
managers skilled at picking winners and losers is relatively attractive in a policy-supported environment with 
diverging corporate profit outlooks. However, this flat and stable yield curve environment makes it difficult to make 
money in Fixed Income (Macro component and Fixed Income Relative Value) so we are reducing the portfolio’s 
exposure to these strategies as well as to Systematic managers. We are increasing exposure to emerging market-
biased Global Macro where volatility around rates and currencies looks to yield a greater opportunity set to exploit.

Once we see a withdrawal of liquidity from the central banks, we’d anticipate a switch back into higher Global 
Macro/Fixed Income weightings. 

The resulting asset allocations will be approximately: Global Macro 30%, Equity Long/Short 40-45%, Fixed Income 
Relative Value 10%, and Systematic 10-15%. We would of course hope for enhanced portfolio returns resulting from 
these changes. 

Driven by these strategy allocation decisions we have made the following redemptions:

1.  one Fixed Income manager and one Systematic manager. Both have generated positive returns to the Fund since 
inception and we may well look to reinvest with them in time, as their respective outlooks improve; and

2.   one developed market-focused Global Macro manager. It has exhibited poor recent performance and we have 
concerns over the recent run-up in the size of its assets under management (AUM): we do not believe it can 
manage these levels of AUM with the structure it currently has in place.

In addition, one of our other Global Macro managers has retired and is returning the fund’s investment.

As mentioned above we will reallocate these proceeds towards Equity Long/Short and Global Macro managers as 
we believe they offer better opportunities in the foreseeable environment. It is important to note however that this 
is not purely an equity market call, as we are still somewhat concerned about the medium term corporate profit 
outlook as well as the diminishing returns the markets are affording successive central bank policy actions. 

These proceeds have begun to be invested as follows:

3.   a Global Macro manager that we have known for a long time, which has a relatively smaller level of AUM, a very 
good track record and over the past year has remedied a couple of concerns we had in regard to its business 
which had previously given us pause in investing;

4. an emerging market-biased Global Macro manager that complements our other major Macro managers; and

5.  two additional Equity Long / Short managers which we believe have the ability to genuinely deliver alpha over the 
cycle. One manager focuses on the global financial sector and the other is a systematic long-biased Equity Long 
/ Short fund.

Systematic Trading 24%

Fixed Income Arbitrage 14% Equity Long/Short 29%

Cash 2%

Global Macro 35%

Sector Weightings as at 30th Sep 2012
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Outlook

As you will no doubt be bored hearing by now, we continue to believe that we will face a world of difficult and 
increasingly divergent markets. Although the tail risk in markets has been significantly reduced by the actions of the 
world’s central banks, in particular the actions taken by the ECB over the past quarter we don’t see this translating 
into a quicker growth velocity for the global economy.  Rather we retain our base cyclical view of a slow and uneven 
global economic recovery as the burden of an excessively leveraged global balance sheet continues to hang over 
broader economic activity.

As global growth continues to disappoint, and with a world evermore awash in central bank supplied liquidity we 
only see the inflationary and deflationary risks grow fatter every day.  As such we continue to work hard and focus 
our efforts to find managers that will preserve capital and seek to generate uncorrelated returns over a cycle to 
meet both your and our expectations.

Thank you for your support.

Warren Couillault

CEO

Disclaimer

*The HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index is a global, equal-weighted index of over 2,000 single-manager funds that report to HFR Database. Constituent funds report monthly 
net of all fees performance in US Dollar and have a minimum of $50 Million under management or a twelve (12) month track record of active performance. The HFRI Fund 
Weighted Composite Index does not include Funds of Hedge Funds.

*The MSCI All World Index is a free-float weighted equity index. It was developed with a base value of 100 as of December 31 1987. 

There is no guarantee of investment performance in respect of any portfolio managed by Richmond and any past or projected performance is no indication of current or future 
performance results. This update may contain forward-looking information including estimates, forecasts and projections. This forward-looking information speaks only as of 
the date of this presentation and is based on assumptions which may or may not prove to be correct. No express or implied representations or warranties are, or will be, made by 
Richmond or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of this forward-looking information or the reasonableness of any assumptions that underpin it. The forward-
looking information involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from 
any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by this forward-looking information. Richmond is not advising or encouraging you to make or divest any 
investment, to trade, or to abstain from trading securities, or advising or encouraging any other person to do so. Richmond gives no recommendation, opinion or guidance in 
relation to the matters contained in this presentation. Please refer to the website www.richmond.co.nz for more information.


